Sending Love From LOVELAND

Valentina's Activity Set

Download and print these fun pages including:
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From Visit Loveland, Colorado

Valentina, like everyone else, is staying home for now. She's finding fun things to do like puzzles, playing games, catching up with friends through FaceTime and reading great books.

Valentina has put together some fun activities that she hopes you enjoy.

Stay healthy!
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Find the following words in the puzzle.
Words are hidden ➤ ➣ and ➣ ➤ .

ARCADES  HEARTS  PARKS
ART  HORSES  PLAY
COLORADO  LAKES  SCULPTURE
CONCERTS  LOVE  SPRING
FLOWERS  LOVELAND  SWIM
FOOD  MUSIC  VALENTINA
FUN  OUTSIDE
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COLORADO
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Heart Character Waving and Gesturing with Hearts Around
ACROSS
4 Outdoor pool area with a slide
5 Something you read
9 What you can ride at Sylvan Dale
10 Season when flowers bloom
12 Zimbabwe sculpture park in east Loveland
13 City in Colorado
14 Summer activity
15 Large lake near downtown Loveland

DOWN
1 What you can ride at North Lake Park
2 Sculpture park in Loveland
3 Recreation center in Loveland
6 Formation at the Devil's Backbone
7 Location with shops and restaurants
8 Loveland's heart mascot
11 Fun indoor game with laser guns
Thanks for playing with us!

Valentina wants you to share your completed masterpiece with us online!

We’ll reshare some of our favorites!

Don’t forget to include these hashtags so that we can find them:

#LovelandValentina
#VisitLoveland

LOVELAND
COLORADO
EVERYTHING YOU LOVE